Vq35de problems

By Arran , September 5, in Z General. Just reading on the internet about our engines the DE
version, looking at the specs of them. Came accross a website saying they have common
problems with tensioners etc. Taking it all with a pinch of salt but thought I'd ask anyway of
anyone knew of any if at all problems with them? Some VQ35DE motors suffer from slight rattle
on start up which may be construed as a tensioner issue. Other than that not alot then, seen its
been awarded in the tip ten best engines from to must be pretty good and solid then. Providing
you keep them full of quality oil. Mine has always had a slight rattle on start up about a second
especially when been left standing for a while so that all the oil had dropped. Never been
worried about it. Engine runs perfectly and is whisper quiet when warm and idling. Isn't there a
slight issue with burning oil on certain types of revup? Nothing major though I believe. Mine will
always be full of fresh Pro S 5w Mine has the occasional squeak when cold,had all the
tensioners etc checked and AMS pulleys tightened,but was told that it was the pulleys more
than anything else,car runs sweet all the time,and hasnt used a drop of oil between services.
And thats even after a couple of track days. Yes but only when i look in the window off the car
next to me and can see theres. Some can have worn piston rings now they are getting older.
Fuel damper can become noisy, ones suffering from dett. You can post now and register later. If
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Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. This engine was a winner of various awards as
the best engine of the year. The engine got a forged crankshaft and connecting rods their length
is It has variable valve timing system on intake camshaft only CVTC. The main feature is what
the engine has a reliable timing chain and no hydraulic lifters for more power efficiency. There
are the second and third generations of the VQ35DE engine in the production history. They are
different by intake manifold, channels in cylinder heads, reinforced engine block and softer
valve springs. Also, they produce a varied range of power. It has CVTC exhaust camshaft also,
short intake manifold. Rev limit is rpm, and the max power is hp at rpm. The manufacturer
became replacing the VQ35DE engine with the new 3. High oil consumption. Catalysts of the
VQ35DE are very sensitive to fuel quality. They produce ceramic dust, which damages the
cylinders and piston rings. As a result, the engine has low compression, high fuel and oil
consumption, and other dead engine symptoms. Engine overheating. That is not a typical
problem, but it has a place to be. Check the radiator condition and expansion tanks of the
cooling system for any leaks. Engine Specs Manufacturer. Production years. Cylinder block
material. Cylinder head material. Fuel type. Number of cylinders. Valves per cylinder. Valvetrain
layout. Bore, mm. Displacement, cc. Type of internal combustion engine. Compression Ratio.
Torque, lb ft. Firing order. Engine oil weight. Engine oil capacity, liter. Oil change interval, mile.
HR16DE 1. In addition, we will find out what resources the 3. The first petrol engine is VQ35DE
3. The power plant, produced under the serial number VQ35DE, which we will discuss today in
our article, has been produced for 20 years. The VQ35DE engine has volume and configuration
with real fuel consumption. Cars equipped with this engine have the following flow rates:.
Based on various owner reviews and our opinions, for a better understanding of these engine
problems, we have compiled a list of the most common problems that are often encountered in
the use of Japanese engines. Nissan VQ35DE 3. Unlike the VQ35DE, here the beam is 8 mm
higher, the neck and crankshaft linings are stronger, the mm connecting rod is extended to mm,
the asymmetry of the skirt is added to the piston, and the compression ratio is increased from
Refrigeration reconstruction solves the 5 and 6 cylinder overheating problems. Power backup
and load resistance characterize the VQ35DE engine as a reliable power unit. The 3. However,
often in reality, the life of a strong Japanese person often reaches ,, kilometers before
replacement. Thus, the life expectancy of every modern gasoline engine is directly dependent
on the competent operation of the car by the owner, the quality of the fuel poured and
compliance with engine maintenance regulations in terms of frequency of updating major
consumables with technical fluids original lubricants that are in accordance with manufacturer
tolerances. I owned this engine in the Renault Espace IV. He made Espace a fantastic vehicle.
Knowing that most of the Espace are powered by diesel that does not develop more than hp.
The engine was running on E85 much cheaper than gasoline in France. I sold it with , km and

the new owner is still happy with it. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the
next time I comment. Home Cars. What is Volvo PowerPulse Mean? Renault Nissan 2. Engines
Nissan. VQ35DE 3. Jump To Article. Great article post. Really thank you! Really Cool. Nice
engine, i have one of this VQ35DE engine. Please enter your comment! Please enter your name
here. You have entered an incorrect email address! Recent Posts. Jasmine Lee 0. If you need a
used car with a small diesel engine, even though the repair costs are very high, there are
several attractive offers VQ35 engine was developed in and since then it has become one of the
most popular Nissan engines. Many times it awarded the grade of the best engine of the year.
VQ35DE replaced 3. The question, whether all VQ35DE engines are the same is asked quite
often, but in reality, it is not so. The most popular is VQ35 with capacity of HP, but it is not its
only version. The earliest versions 2nd generation VQ had capacity HP, and the later were more
powerful â€” HP 3rd generation. The main differences between the early and late VQ are the
following: new intake manifold, modified head ports, reinforced cylinder block, less rigid valve
springs. As to the technical characteristics, VQ35DE is equipped with forged crankshaft with
81,4 mm piston stroke and forged connecting rods ,2 mm long. The pistons are covered with
molybdenum. They are 95,5 mm in diameter and piston compression height is 30,1 mm. VQ35DE
has no hydraulic lifters, so every 60, miles of mileage , km you should regulate valve clearance.
In reality, the engines serve with no need of regulating it for quite longer than 60, miles of
mileage , km. VQ35 has rather reliable timing chain. VQ35 firing order is Its main difference was
variable valve timing system CVTC on the intake and exhaust camshafts. VQ35DE Rev up had
short intake manifold. In the engine was upgraded and named VQ35HR. It was used on Infiniti
mainly. This new engine had variable valve timing system on the intake and exhaust camshafts.
The engine used reinforced valve springs and valves of bigger diameter. Also height and rigidity
of cylinder block were enlarged. For VQ35HR Compression ratio increased to The intake system
and ports are quite different, and also the engine is equipped with equal length headers. Since
VQ35HR was being replaced by 3. High oil consumption. Why do VQ35DE burning oil? The
problem is caused by catalytic converters. They are very sensitive to the quality of gasoline and
may get out of order quickly. Once it happens, ceramic powder gets into the bottom catalytic
converters. And then it gets into the engine and grinds off cylinder walls. As the result,
compression diminishes and oil and fuel consumption increases. It also causes misfire, rough
idle, the car constantly stalls and starts badly. Besides, purchasing four catalytic converters is
also required. To prevent such troubles, you need to change the upper catalytic converters for
high flow cat converter. It will decrease toxicity standard, but then the problem mentioned
above will not happen. In general, this trouble is more popular in the countries, where the fuel is
of low quality. VQ35DE overheating. It happens not that often, but still happens to be. And as
the result, head gets out of shape. If your engine gets overheated, check the state of the heater
to avoid coolant leakiness through it. Also check cooling system air pocket. Rough idle. More
often exhaust cam cover is the reason. You should check it and change, if required. Any other
possible problems may happen by human factor. Upon installing all these aftermarket parts and
adjusting ECU, you can gain up to horsepower on the flywheel. If it is still not enough, you can
install individual throttle bodies, more aggressive camshafts, also make port and polish and
install big valves. However, it is rather expensive, and it would be more effective to spend this
money for turbocharger kit or supercharger kit. If you wish doing everything for cheap, then
purchase VQ35 supercharger kit and install it on your engine. Do not forget to buy block guard
also. The maximal pressure on stock internals is about 6 psi 0. It is enough to gain WHP. And
VQ35HR stock internals may endure about horsepower. If you want more power, then it is
necessary to purchase forged pistons CR 8. Anyway, the most popular and reliable variant is
supercharger kit. Mitsubishi 4G63T. Mitsubishi 4G Honda K20A K20C. Honda K24A K24Z. BMW
M30B Honda D17A. Toyota 1NZ. Toyota 2AR. Subaru EZ BMW N Search for:. Recent Posts
Popular Posts. Decherd Powertrain Plant Iwaki Plant. DOHC 4 valves per cylinder. Engine
lifespan, km miles -Official information -Real. VQ35 engine was developed in and since then it
has become one of the most popular Nissan engines. Many times it awarded the grade of the
best engine of the year. VQ35DE replaced 3. The question, whether all VQ35DE engines are the
same is asked quite often, but in reality, it is not so. The most popular is VQ35 with capacity of
HP, but it is not its only version. The earliest versions 2nd generation VQ had capacity HP, and
the later were more powerful â€” HP 3rd generation. The main differences between the early and
late VQ are the following: new intake manifold, modified head ports, reinforced cylinder block,
less rigid valve springs. As to the technical characteristics, VQ35DE is equipped with forged
crankshaft with 81,4 mm piston stroke and forged connecting rods ,2 mm long. The pistons are
covered with molybdenum. They are 95,5 mm in diameter and piston compression height is 30,1
mm. VQ35DE has no hydraulic lifters, so every 60, miles of mileage , km you should regulate
valve clearance. In reality, the engines serve with no need of regulating it for quite longer than

60, miles of mileage , km. VQ35 has rather reliable timing chain. VQ35 firing order is Its main
difference was variable valve timing system CVTC on the intake and exhaust camshafts.
VQ35DE Rev up had short intake manifold. In the engine was upgraded and named VQ35HR. It
was used on Infiniti mainly. This new engine had variable valve timing system on the intake and
exhaust camshafts. The engine used reinforced valve springs and valves of bigger diameter.
Also height and rigidity of cylinder block were enlarged. For VQ35HR Compression ratio
increased to The intake system and ports are quite different, and also the engine is equipped
with equal length headers. Since VQ35HR was being replaced by 3. High oil consumption. Why
do VQ35DE burning oil? The problem is caused by catalytic converters. They are very sensitive
to the quality of gasoline and may get out of order quickly. Once it happens, ceramic powder
gets into the bottom catalytic converters. And then it gets into the engine and grinds off
cylinder walls. As the result, compression diminishes and oil and fuel consumption increases. It
also causes misfire, rough idle, the car constantly stalls and starts badly. Besides, purchasing
four catalytic converters is also required. To prevent such troubles, you need to change the
upper catalytic converters for high flow cat converter. It will decrease toxicity standard, but then
the problem mentioned above will not happen. In general, this trouble is more popular in the
countries, where the fuel is of low quality. VQ35DE overheating. It happens not that often, but
still happens to be. And as the result, head gets out of shape. If your engine gets overheated,
check the state of the heater to avoid coolant leakiness through it. Also check cooling system
air pocket. Rough idle. More often exhaust cam cover is the reason. You should check it and
change, if required. Any other possible problems may happen by human factor. Upon installing
all these aftermarket parts and adjusting ECU, you can gain up to horsepower on the flywheel. If
it is still not enough, you can install individual throttle bodies, more aggressive camshafts, also
make port and polish and install big valves. However, it is rather expensive, and it would be
more effective to spend this money for turbocharger kit or supercharger kit. If you wish doing
everything for cheap, then purchase VQ35 supercharger kit and install it on your engine. Do not
forget to buy block guard also. The maximal pressure on stock internals is about 6 psi 0. It is
enough to gain WHP. And VQ35HR stock internals may endure about horsepower. If you want
more power, then it is necessary to purchase forged pistons CR 8. Anyway, the most popular
and reliable variant is supercharger kit. Mitsubishi 4G63T. Mitsubishi 4G Honda K20A K20C.
Honda K24A K24Z. Honda F22C. BMW N Toyota 2JZ. Honda L15A L15B. Toyota 3S. BMW S
Search for:. Recent Posts Popular Posts. Decherd Powertrain Plant Iwaki Plant. DOHC 4 valves
per cylinder. Engine lifespan, km miles -Official information -Real. The main reason that the
VQ35DE was such a great accomplishment is because of its versatility. The VQ35DE is a 3.
Nissan achieved such high horsepower per liter using dual overhead camshafts, and 4 valves
per cylinder. This helps keep weight down, which is important for balance in a sports car. This
further improves power and decreases fuel consumption. The VQ35DE is a versatile engine with
its good horsepower and low fuel consumption. Because of this, Nissan used it in multiple
vehicles. The performance data for the VQ35DE can be a little hard to understand online. This is
because throughout the many vehicles it came in, and the different versions of the engine itself.
Luckily the folks at Wikipedia have made the performance data easy to understand. The Rev-up
engine produced more horsepower by adding variable valve timing to the exhaust camshaft.
Also added was a different ECU, slightly different internals, and a different intake plenum. All of
this added up to the horsepower it produced. As a car guy, this is the part I find interesting.
Although the VQ35 is an interesting engine in stock form, we find modified engines more
interesting. The Dallara T12 makes an insane naturally aspirated horsepower from the VQ35 that
powers it. Some people will build a naturally aspirated VQ Some naturally aspirated builds can
reach as much as whp. But, that takes an insane amount of time and money. The average tuner
would rather boost their VQ35 because the performance per dollar is so much better.
Unfortunately, the VQ35DE is limited to about whp due to weak connecting rods. The Rev-up
version, in particular, is known for excessive oil consumption. This issue affects the standard
VQ35, but not nearly as often. Many owners complain of a loud rattling noise on startup which is
typically the factory timing chain tensioner. The tensioner is known for not being the best
quality and can cause major engine damage if ignored for to long. The poor tensioner can cause
excessive timing chain wear causing it to fail prematurely. So the VQ35DE is a versatile and
reliable little engine. Nissan stuffed it into many of their products over the last 15 years. Not
only can it make excellent power, but its fuel efficient, and reliable. A Chevy LS swap is cheaper
and has more potential for high horsepower. This dropping cost of a used Z, however, is
changing this issue. On VQ35HR there are no problems with the couplings, my motor already
now , the motor ran , km further sold , I did not have any problems with them, well, in general, in
4 years of communication with other owners, I did not hear that on the Z, Then I suffered with
couplings. Need help with an engine swap having problems finding a VQ35de rev up motor. I

have a infiniti m35x, i always find my oil level in the middle point or close to low after every
month or two of an oil change. I have changed everything, spark plug, o-ring in oil filter, valve
cover gasket and now i am comsidering using a different oil. I am confused. Chassis XM6.
Engine VQ35 DE To me it looks the same but I was told that since they are not the same
manufactured year , they are not the same. Your advice will be greatly appreciated. Have
changed everything twice: radiator, water pump, front and rear stats, fan. It will run forever at
idle, but at a dead stop and I get on it, the needle jumps straight up. Any suggestions? The
vehicle has , miles on it all highway. Is this motor just as good as the regular Z motor? Save my
name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Currently you have
JavaScript disabled. In order to post comments, please make sure JavaScript and Cookies are
enabled, and reload the page. Click here for instructions on how to enable JavaScript in your
browser. About Bryce Cleveland Articles. Bryce founded Dust Runners Automotive Journal in
as a way to write about the cars he found interesting. Follow him on Instagram for more bryce.
Next Detroit Electric SP. Anyone know the exact weight of the vq that in the model sedan. I
meant to write VQ35 DE cc also for the other engine. I have a question will a g35 engine be
compatible in a nissan maxima. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Disclosure: we may earn money or products from the companies mentioned in this
post via affiliate links to products. This doesn't make any additional cost to you. The VQ35
engine is considered to be one of the most mass-produced engines of Nissan. This new engine,
3. It should be added that in its second generation VQ35 had versions with a capacity of forces
and in the third â€” The versions of the engine differed in the variants of the intake manifold, the
various channels of the head of the block, the cylinder blocks themselves, and various valve
springs of different rigidity, and also in detail. Stock VQ35 already has a forged crankshaft and
connecting rods, its pistons are coated with molybdenum, the motor is equipped with a system
for changing the gas distribution phases, has phase shifters on intake camshafts. There are no
hydraulic compensators for this engine, which means that every thousand km it is necessary to
regulate the valve clearances by choosing the dimensions of the pushers. But, as practice has
shown, these motors can pass more than thousand km, and gaps, in this case, will remain
within normal limits. The timing of this engine is driven by a fairly reliable chain. In fact, it was
necessary to improve and so a good motor, making it the best in the class of atmospheric V6 of
this volume. For the purpose of reducing friction, the piston skirts with the molybdenum coating
at once in DE in the VQ35HR were made asymmetrical, and the length of the connecting rods
was increased from This made it possible to make the structure more rigid in general and to
reduce vibrations. In the crankshaft of HR, in turn, the root necks and inserts were enlarged:.
The compression ratio was increased to This means that HR- is slightly more demanding on fuel
quality than DE. Then decided to work on the intake and release of VQ35HR: the inlet was made
symmetrical all known 2 air filters are the simplest visual way to distinguish HR from DE by
opening the hood , and the exhaust manifolds are equally long. The very intake plenum intake
manifold on HR became plastic instead of aluminum on DE. Heads of cylinders. But the heads
of cylinders are almost identical versions of Rev-Up DE, but with the exception that they are
ported from HR they are stronger and the camshaft sensors have changed the location. In
theory, they can install a bolt on the HR block and even put in them the shafts from Rev-Up like
if you have a DE â€” you can cheaply acquire the ported heads of HR , but the VTC and rear
covers do not fit with the oil supply There will be neponyatki. The system of changing the
phases of gas distribution has changed. Now it has become eVTC the system for changing the
phases of the output shafts is
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made using the electromagnetic friction brake system , plus the gap in the solenoid valve itself
has been increased so that it does not jam when the products of wear in the oil become
contaminated. For comparison â€” the same standard includes a hybrid Lexus CTH. Dan is a
co-founder of Engineswork. He knows everything about internal combustion engines. Ask your
questions in comments down below this article - he will be glad to help you anytime. Your email
address will not be published. Your Review. Save my name and email in this browser for the
next time I comment. Title of your review:. Daimler AG and the Renault-Nissan alliance began
working together in A partnership was sealed by an exchange of shares: both groups
announced equal participation in the equity of each other, The oil and oil filter Skip to content.
What does VQ35DE stand for? Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Your overall rating of this listing:. Continue Reading. Check Today's Price.

